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TRANSONIC FLUTTER STUDY OF A WIND-TUNNEL MODEL
OF A SUPERCRITICAL WING WITH/WITHOUT WINGLET

Charles L. Ruhlin*
NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Va.

Frank J. Rauch, Jr.,** and Catherine Waters**
Grumman Aerospace Corporation, Bethpage, N.Y.

Abstract

Nomencl ature

The aerodynamic efficiency of aircraft can be
improved appreciably by the use of wings with
supercritica1 airfoils and/or by the addition of

The tests covered a Mach number range from
about 0.6 to 0.95 and were conducted in three
phases. First, static aerodynamic data were mea
sured at near scaled airplane cruise conditions
to verify that the flutter model was aerodynamic_
ally representative of the airplane supercritical
wing (SCW) both with and without winglet.

wingtip mounted wing1ets. 1- 4 Information on the
flutter aspects of these configurations is
limited, but the results of available studies S- 11

have s~own that the use of either a supercritica1
airfoil or wing1et can reduce appreciably the
flutter speed of a wing. Further, these studies
indicate that the flutter characteristics of
supercritical wings and, in some instances of
wings with winglets, may not be predicted accu
rately by conventional analytical methods.
Because supercritica1 wings and wings with
winglets are in use or being considered for use
on high-speed executive jet transports, the
present study was undertaken to provide guidance
for the flutter design of such aircraft and to
enlarge the flutter data base on supercritica1
wings and winglets.

The specific objectives of the present study
were (1) to determine experimentally the effect
of a wing1et on the transonic flutter character
istics of a realistic supercritica1 wing, (2) to
correlate these experimental results with
analyses, (3) to explore for angle-of-attack in
duced flutter, and (4) to examine effects of
elastic deformations on some aerodynamic charac
teristics of this supercritical wing. The model
us~d in this study was a 1/6.5-size, dynamically
and elastically scaled semispan version of a
supercritical wing proposed for an executive jet
transport. This airplane had a cruise Mach num
ber of 0.82 and its wing was designed to carry a
winglet for increased aerodynamic performance.
To separate the mass effect from the aerodynamic
effect of the winglet, the model was tested with
three interchangeable wingtips: a normal tip, a
tip with a winglet. and a normally shaped tip
that was mass ballasted to simulate the winglet
mass and pitch inertial properties. The model
was tested cantilever-mounted on a five-component
aerodynamic force balance attached to the side
wall of the Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel as
shown in Figure 1. The model was equipped with
orifices at the 0.30 semispan station to measure
the chordwise static pressure distribution.

Pretest flutter analyses were made for each
wingtip confi~uration using doublet lattice
unsteady aerodynamics which included wing/wing1et
interference effects. 12 Wing static pressure
distributions at two tunnel test conditions were
calculated using a Jameson full potential aero
dynamic code (FL022) for use as part of the model
aerodynamic verification. 13 This code cannot
model fuselage effects.
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I. Introduction
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The scaled flutter model was a 1/6.5-size,
semispan version of a supercritical wing (SCW)
proposed for an executive-jet-transport
airplane. The model was tested canti1ever
mounted in the Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel
with a normal wingtip, a wingtip with wing1et.
and a normal wingtip ballasted to simulate the
wing1et mass properties. Flutter and aerodyna
mic data were acquired at Mach numbers (M) from
0.6 to 0.95. The measured transonic flutter
speed boundary for each wingtip configuration
had roughly the same shape with a minimum flut
ter speed near M= 0.82. The winglet addition
and wingtip mass ballast decreased the wing
flutter speed by about 7 and 5 percent, respec
tively; thus, the wing1et effect on flutter was
more a mass effect than an aerodynamic effect.
Flutter characteristics calculated using a
doublet-lattice analysis (which included inter
ference effects) were in good agreement with the
experimental results up to M= 0.82. Compari
sons of measured static aerodynamic data with
predicted data indicated that the model was
aerodynamically representative of the airplane
SCW.
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Secondly, tests were made to explore for angle
of-attack induced flutter within the scaled air
plane flight envelope. Limited static aerodyna
mic data were also acquired during these tests.

During the angle-of-attack tests, the advan
tages of lowering the wing flutter dynamic pres
sure level from that predicted by analysis
became obvious. Primarily, it was felt that
flutter data for a sew would be more meaningful
if it were obtained with the wing in a lifting
condition. Hence, investigation of a flutter
boundary closer to the design flight envelope
was desirable since the aeroelastic deformations
in this regime correspond to realistic design
constraints. Secondly, because of the extreme
aeroelastic deformations expected at the predic
ted high flutter dynamic pressure levels, simply
trimming the model becomes difficult within the
strength limitations of the model, and the model
survival at flutter appeared problematical at
best. To reduce the flutter dynamic pressures
to reasonably low levels, mass ballast was adde~

to the wing trailing edge and enclosed within
flap track fairings which were present on the
airplane but had not previously been used on the
model. Although the actual mass that was added
exceeded the scaled total mass of the flap track
fairings, flutter analyses indicated that the
flutter mechanism remained essentially the
same. The angle-of-attack induced flutter
search was continued with this configuration.

In the third test phase, the transonic flut
ter characteristics of the wing (with ballasted
flap track fai rings) with each wingtip were
determined. The model was destroyed during
flutter but not before a flutter boundary for
each configuration had been reasonably well
defined. For comparison with the experimental
results, flutter analyses were made for each
wingtip configuration.

Presented herein are the significant results
of this study. Some detailed test and analyt
ical results, inclUding model physical proper
ties in sufficient detail for independent
analysis, are reported in reference 14.

II. Model

In the present paper, the cl ean wing is de
fined as the wing without flap track fairings.
Some scaling ratios for the clean wing model and
model dimensions are presented in Figures 2 and
3. The scaled airplane flight envelope for the
clean wing model in the wind tunnel is included
in Figure 2. The exposed semispan wing had an
aspect ratio of 3.7 and a 27° sweepback angle of
the quarter-chord line. The winglet area was
about 1/25 that of the exposed wing semispan.
It should be noted that the mass scaling ratio
and scaled flight envelope (Fig. 2) do not apply
to the wing with the ballasted flap track fair
ings because the mass of the ballast weights and
fairings that was actually used was much greater
than the scaled airplane values.

The semispan model was cantilever-mounted on
an aerodynamic force balance that was attached
to the tunnel sidewall turntable. Enclosing the
balance and wing root was a half-fuselage shaped
aerodynamic fairing that was attached to the
turntable separate from the balance (Fig. 1).
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The fairing allowed the wing to be tested out
side the boundary layer of the tunnel wall.

T~.'O different transition strips were used on
the model. For tests near the scaled cruise dy
namic pressure of 30 psf, the transition strip
WIS located on the upper and lower wing surface
along the entire semispan at the 40-percent
chord line. For tests at all higher dynamic
pressures, the transition strip over the span
outhoard of the ~Ii ng edge break was moved for
ward to about the 10-percent chord line. Al
though this high-q transition strip was designed
to provide proper flow transition at M= 0.82
and q = 90 psf, it was considered applicable at
higher dynamic pressures and reasonably adequate
at much lower dynamic pressures.

Construction

The hasic structure of the model wing consis
ted of front and rear fiberglass spars and
fiberglass ribs to which were bonded fiberglass
cover skins. Foam plastic panels about 0.5 inch
in thickness were bonded to the interior sides
of the skins between the ribs and spars to pre
vent local buckling. The three interchangeable
wingtips were constructed basically the same as
the \11ng. Each \1ingtip was mounted to the wing
through attachment tabs that extended outboard
from the main wing structure; the wingtip-to
wing section joint was covered with thin paper
tape to form an aerodynamically smooth surface.

For the latter part of the tests, five aft
mounted flap track aerodynamic fairings were
attached to the wing (Figs. 1 and 3). The fair
ingswere hollow balsa shells that were bonded
to the wing surfaces. Ballast weights were
attached to the wing and enclosed within the
three outermost fairings.

Instrumentation

Strain gages for measuring the bending and
torsional moments were located at three differ
ent wing spanwise stations and on the winglet
root. To measure a chordwise static pressure
distribution, 20 pressure orifices were located
at the 0.30 semispan station (the wing edge
break) with 13 and 7 taps on the upper and lower
wing surface, respectively. Tubes from these
orifices ran to a scanivalve located in the
fuselage.

Ten "bending beams" were distributed along
the ~pan of each wing spar. These bending beams
were thin, narrow metallic beams about 1 inch
long that were equipped with strain gages. They
were fastened to the mid-chord of the spars so
that the wing spar bending slopes at each beam
station could be measured. The intent was that
by integration of the measured spar slopes the
wing bending and twist distribution could be
determined. This system was to some degree suc
cessful. Sdme results obtained with this s{stem
during the present tests have been reported 5
and therefore will not be discussed in this
paper.

Physical Properties

For analysis purposes, the clean wing was
divided into nine spanwise panels (boundaries
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oriented streamwise) and each wingtip was con
sidered separately as a part of the most out
board win~ Danel. The mass and inertial proper
ties of th2 model wing panels were determined by

. scaling the airplane design values. Ti18se
scaled panel properties were adjusted fo~ best
ilgreem2nt with those measured for the st.rllGtllrill
com~onents during construction and for thg com
[1leted model; the adjusted panel prorerties ~12re

used in the vibration and fl utter ilnillyses. For
the vibration analyses of the wing ~rith flap
track fairings, each fairin~ and, where present,
its enclosed ballast weight was treated as a
single mass (separate from the wing panel) hav
ing a node point at its center of gravity.

The measured mass and inertial properties of
the three wingtips are given in Table I. The
ballasted tip matches the mass properties of the
winglet tip fairly well except for the spanwise
center-of-gravity (c.g.) location and roll iner
tia which were considered of lesser importance
to flutter. The total mass of the clean ~Iing

with the normal wingtip was 15.3 lbm. The mass
of the winglet alone was 0.234 lbm. The total
mass of the flap track fairings and enclosed
ballast weights added to the model was 4.6 lbm,
whi ch was about 20 times greater than the sCill ed
value for the airplane flap track ~~chanisms and
structures of 0.235 lbm. It was real izcd that
the mass scaling of the model to the airplane
was radically altered when the ballasted flap
track fairings ',Iere added to the ~lin!1. NC\fer
thel ess, thi s effect was cons idered outwei ghed
by the advantages result i ng from 1OI~ori n9 the
flutter dynamic pressures closer to tho clcan
wing fl ight envelope. As mentioned before,
flutter analyses indicated the fluttor m~chanism

was basically the same for both the clean wing
and wing with flap track fairings.

Bending and twist slopes were measured along
and about the 40-percent chord line (elastic
axis) from which bending (EI) and torsional (GJ)
stiffness distributions were determined. From
these stiffnesses, an 18 by 18 flexihility
influence coefficient matrix for bending and
twist along the elastic axis was derived. In
general, both the distributions and lovels of
mass and stiffness of the clean-wing model were
in good agreement with scaled airplane values.

III. Vibration Characteristics

Some measured and calculated vibration char
acteristics of the various model configurations
are presented in Fi gures 4 and 5. In these
figures, only a single node line pattern is
shown for the modes which were both calculated
and measured because the nodal patterns were
essentially identical. Although up to six
vibration modes were measured and calculated,
only data for the first four vibration modes are
presented because they were the most important
to flutter. For the vibration measurements, the
model was mounted to the aerodynamic force bal
ance which was bolted to either a rigid backstop
or the tunnel turntable. The different mounting
methods had no appreciable effect on the model
vibration data measured for one check case.

With the winglet tip section clamped so that
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the winglet was essentially cantilevered, the
~Jinglet fundamental (bending) frequency \'las mea
sured ilt 78 Hz, a considerably highp.r fro(juency
than those for the wing modes important to flut
ter (Figs. 4 and 5). Therefore, winglet flexi
hility was not considered to be a significant
factor in the present flutter stUdy.

Cloiln Hing

For the clean wing, vibration surveys, which
included mode shape measurements, were made for
the three wingtip configurations (Fig. 4). The
ilddition of the winglet decreased the wing
(normal tip) frequencies by about 6to 10 per
cent for the bendi ng modes and by about 13 per
cent for the tors i ona1 (58 Hz) mode. Tile moda 1
charilcteristics of the winglet tip configuration
I'lere matched fairly well by the ballasted tip
configuration.

The vibration characteristics of the ballas
ted tip configuration were calculated for com
parison with the experimental data. The vibril
tion analysis employed the measured flexibility
influence coefficients and the adjusted panel
mass properties. The calculated vibration mode
frequencies varied from about -6 to +3 percent
of the corresponding measured values (Fig. 4).
Overall, the analytical results were in good
agreement with the experimental data. It WilS
concluded that the panel mass distriblltions
could be used with confidence in the vibration
ilnd flutter analyses. Generalized masses were
calculilted for each wingtip configuration using
the measured mode shapes and panel mass proper
ties. The off-diagonal terms in the gonerillized
masses \'Jere found to be relatively small (incti
cating the measured mode shapes were reilsonably
orthogonill) ilnd were therefore neglected in the
flutter analyses.

Wing with Flap Track Fairings

For the wing with the flap track fairings,
the vibration chilracteristics of the wing with
each wingtip configuration were calculated
(Fig. 5). These results were obtained by a mass
coupling of the flap track fairings with the
measured vibration modal data for the clean wing
with the corresponding wingtip configuration. ~
cursory vibration survey of the winglet configu
ration was made that included a check ef the
mode shape displacement at selected winq locil
tions. The measured data agreed reasonably well
with the calculated results (Fig. 5).

The addition of the ballasted flap track
fairings to the wing sizably reduced the
vibration-mode frequencies for all three tip
configurations, although the general character
and order of the modes were retained (see Figs.
4 and 5). However, the addition of the winglet
only slightly reduced the wing torsional fre
quency from 39.61 to 39.03 Hz (Figs. 5(il) and
(b)), as compared to much greater reductions for
the clean-wing case. This is probably due to
the fact that the winglet was now a much smaller
part of the total wing mass moment of inertia
and also that the addition of the flap tracks
had moved the wing torsional node line rearward
and closer to the winglet center-of-gravity.



Again, the ballasted-tip modal data agree
overall reasonably well with the corresponding
winglet-tip data (Figs. 5(b) and (c)).

IV. Wind-Tunnel Test Procedure

The model tests were conducted using Freor.*
in the Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel (TOT)
at Mach numbers up to about 0.95. The morlel was
tested cantilever-mounted on a five-component
aerodynamic balance attached to a sidewall turn
table (Fig. 1). The turntable was remotely con
trolled and could rotate the model and fuselage
hody through a wide angle-of-attack range. The
halance measured normal and axial forces and
pitch, roll, and yaw moments.

Electrical output signals from the balance,
scanivalve, and model strain gages were circui
ted to the TDT Data Acquisition System (DAS).16
On command, the DAS provided a printout of the
reduced test data and tunnel parameters. It
also provided graphic displays to the test oper
ator of plots of selected aerodynamic force vs
angle-of-attack data, chordwise static pressure
distribution, and wing bending and twist deflec
tions (determined from integrating the wing beam
slope measurements).

During the test, the lift and vibrations of
the \~ing and winglet (as measured by the surface
strain gages) were continuously monitored on
recording galvanometer strip charts. Also moni
tored was a continuously updated frequency spec
trom of the model response that was obtained us
ing a real-time frequency analyzer. When aero
dynamic data were recorded, the twist angle and
vertical displacement of the model wingtip W0re
measured vi sua lly wi th a cathetometer that ~lilS

aimed through the test-section Viewing windn~s.

Generally, the tunnel was operated at a near
ly constant stagnation pressure while M and
consequently q were increased until the maxi
ml-.n test 11 1imit ViaS reached or fl utter
occurred. Aerodynamic data were acquired at
dwell points of constant M and q. The M
swe~ps were repeated with the stagnation pres
sure incrementally increased in steps from an
initial low value until the desired data had
been obtained. Visual records at flutter were
obtained using high-speed motion picture
cameras. A continuous visual record of the
model behavior during the test wasobtainQd
using t~~ closed-circuit TV cameras.

V. Aerodynamic Verification Results

The purpose of the aerodynamic verification
tests was to verify that the present aeroelastic
model was ,aerodynami cally representati ve of the
airplane SCW both with and without winglet.
Only clean-wing configurations were used in
these tests. The ballasted-tip configuration,
which had the conventional wingtip geometry, was
tested as the basic wing configuration.

First, by using darkened oil film, flow pat
terns were observed for the ballasted-tip

*Freon: Registered trademark of E. E. duPont
de Nemour and Co., Inc.
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configuration at the scaled cruise condition
(M = 0.fl2, q = 3() psf). Aerodynamic dilta ~Ierp.

then measured for the winglet and ballasted-tip
configuration at the scaled cruise q over a
~bch number range from about 0.6 to 0.85, and
these results ilre presented in Figure 6. It eM
he seen (fig. 6(b)) that the addition of the
~linglct decreased the drag coefficient (measured
11t 11 scaled cruise lift) over the test Mach nLlm
ber range and increased the Mach number of the
compressihility drag-break. Also, the wing with
I'li ngl at hac! about a 5 percent hi gher 1i ft curve
slope than the basic wing (Fig. 6(a)). Overall,
the flow patterns and aerodynamic data obtained
with the flutter model were consistent with com
parable test results (unpublished) obtained with
rigid aerodynamic models.

Static pressures were measured on the
ballasted-tip configuration at the scaled cruise
condition and at a higher q, off-design condi
tion (M = 0.82, q = 150 psf) where the wing aer
oelastic deformation would be representative of
that near fluttor. The chordwise Cp distri~

hutions at the 0.30 semispan station measured
for tho scaled level flight (l g) lift condition
~re given in Figure 7. Included are calculated
d~ta for both q levels and experimental data
(unpublished) from a rigid aerodynamic model
test at a representative cruise condition. The
pressures were calculated using a Jameson full
potential aerodynamic code (FL022) and the mea
sured influence coefficients in an iterative
load-deformation procedure. Details of this
procedure and additional analytical results are
presented in reference 13.

At the cruise condition, the three pressure
distributions are in good agreement with the
possible exception of the aft section of the
10\1er surface. These differences between the
test and analytical results are possibly due to
the inability of the potential flow code to mod
el viscous effects. These effects are very
important in the aft, cove region of the lower
surface of a supercritical ai rfoil. At the
high-q condition, the pressure distribution
shapes are quite similar. Again, the most nota
ble difference occurs over the aft portion of
the lov:er surface. It was noted in reference 13
that at the high q condition, the bending and
t~ist deflection measured at the mOdel wingtip
was significantly less than those calculated.
This discrepancy was attributed at least in part
to a separation of the flow over the wing mid
span that caused less actual deformation of the
\'ling than ViaS predicted by analysis. It also
appears that increasing q results in wing
deformations that cause the pressure distribu
tion for a SCW to be distorted considerably more
than would be expected for a conventional wing.
This could result in shifts of the shock loca
tions and, therefore, in the aerodynamic forces
important to flutter.

Based on the oil flow observat ions. the aero
dynamic data trends, and the static pressures
comparisons, it was concluded that the flutter
model was a very good aerodynamic representation
of the airplane SCW.
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VI. Ang1e-of-Attack Test Results

A limited search for possible ang1e-of-attack
induced flutter was made within the scaled
flight envelope. Typically, initial 10w-q tests
were made using the clean wing, and later, high
q tests were 'made with flap track fairings
attached. Two wingtip configurations were in
vestigated, the ballasted tip and wing1et tip.
The test ang1e-of-attack range varied as the
model lift was limited roughly to equivalent
-0.5 to +1.25 g load values (scaled 1 g load was
144 1bf). Aerodynamic and pressure data were
acquired to detect any unusual aerodynamic be
havior and for possible use in adjusting the un
steady aerodynamic terms employed in the flutter

. analysis.

No flutter or undamped oscillations were en
countered in this search. Some sample aerody
namic results are presented in Figure 8 for the
ballasted tip on both the clean wing and the
wing with flap track fairings. Plotted are var
iations with q of the lift-curve slope and
angle-of-attack at zero lift for Mach numbers of
0.60, 0.70, and 0.80. It can be seen that the
lift-curve slope for each M decreases by about
10 percent for a q increase of roughly 100 psf;
this is due to the increasing nose-down twist of
the outboard wing and resulting tip aerodynamic
washout. These results indicate that the aeroe
lastic deformation of wing had no extreme aero
dynamic effect over the test range. The flap
track fairings apparently had little effect on
these data. It is of interest to note that,
near the cruise q of 30 psf, the wing with the
high-q transition strip (Fig. 8) had about a 4
to 12 percent higher lift curve slope than the
wing with the low-q transition strip (Fig. 6 (a)).

VII. Flutter Analysis

Flutter analyses were conducted for each
wingtip configuration on the clean wing and on
the wi ng wi th the fl ap track fai ri ngs. The
results for the clean wing configurations will
not be presented herein but are reported in ref
erence 14. The analyses were made for M= 0.6,
0.7, 0.8, and 0.9 using doublet lattice unsteady
aerodynamic theory 12 as implemented in the
FASTOp 17 computer programs. Wing and winglet
interference effects were included in the
analysis. The p_k 18 method of solution was used
in the FASTOP program. The wing was represented
by an aerodynamic grid of 11 spanwise panels
with 7 chordwise strips in each panel; the wing
let was represented by 4 spanwise panels with 4
chordwise strips in each panel. The analyses of
the wing with flap track fairings employed the
calculated frequencies and mode shapes. For the
normal and ballasted tip configurations, the
first 5 vibration modes were used; for the wing
let configuration, the first 6 vibration modes
were used. Ten density values were considered
and the flutter q was determined at each M
for a matched tunnel velocity.

The analytical results indicated that the na
ture of the flutter mechanism remained unchanged
when the flap track fairings were added to the
clean wing. The flutter instability results
when the wing torsion mode drops in frequency to
couple with the wing first bending mode.
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VIII. Flutter Results

For the model with the flap track fairings,
a flutter boundary for each wingtip configura
tion was measured. The flutter tests were con
ducted with the model in a lifting condition
within a range equivalent to a 0.35 to 0.70 g
load, with most of the flutter points obtained
at the higher values in that range. The model
was destroyed during flutter of the normal-tip
configuration at M= 0.71.

The experimental and analytical flutter
results are presented in Figure 9. (The flow
velocity (V) in fps at the test points can be
computed from the relationship V = 510 x M.)
The experimental flutter boundaries drawn for
these configurations are based on the observed
model activity at the low-damping as well as the
actual flutter points. The boundaries exhibit
the usual transonic dip with the minimum flutter
q occurring near M= 0.82. The flutter modes
of the three wingtip configurations were similar
and of a conventional bending-torsion type. The
flutter frequencies varied from 20 to 14 Hz.

The analyses predicted the experimental flut
ter q levels and Mach number trends very well
for all three tip configurations. The doublet
lattice unsteady aerodynamic theory used in the
flutter analyses would not be expected to pre
dict the flutter q recovery (increase) evident
in the experimental data above M= 0.82.,

The effect of the winglet on the wing flutter
speed is shown more clearly in Figure 10. This
figure presents the experimental flutter bound
aries in terms of a normalized equivalent air
speed at flutter, i.e., VF/VREF = (flutter q/
reference q) 1/2. At Mach numbers from 0.7 to
0.8, the addition of the winglet reduced the
flutter speed of the wing by an average of 7
percent whereas the addition of a maSS-inertial
representation of the winglet (the ballasted
tip) reduced the wing flutter speed by an aver
age of about 5 percent. Thus, most of the wing
let effect on the wing flutter speed was due to
the winglet mass, not aerodynamics.

IX. Summary of Results

An analytical and experimental study was made
to determine the effect of a winglet on the
flutter characteristics of a supercritical wing
model representative of an executive-jet
transport wing. Aerodynamic and flutter tests
were conducted at Mach numbers (M) from 0.6 to
0.95 on the model with a normal wingtip, a tip
with winglet, and a normal shaped tip ballasted
to simulate the winglet mass properties. For
each wingtip configuration, a transonic flutter
boundary was measured for the wing to which had
been added ballasted flap track fairings to
reduce the flutter dynamic pressures to reasona
bly low levels. The significant results from
this study are:

1. The present flutter model was aerodynam
ically representative of the airplane
supercritical wing both with and without
winglet.



2. The fluttAr speed boundary measured for
each wingtip configuration had roughly
the same typical transon,ic shape with Ii
minimum flutter speed occurring near r1
0.82. The compressibility drag break for
this wing with/without winglet also
occurred near this M, although the lift
curve slopes were still increasing up to
r1 = 0.85,

3. At M= 0.7 to .8, the addition of the
winglet and tip ballast reduced the wing
flutter speed by about 7 and 5 percent,
respectively. Hence, the winglet effect
on flutter was more a mass effect than an
aerodynamic effect.

4. The experi menta1 fl utter bounda ri es were
predicted very well up to M= 0.82 by
the flutter analyses which employed
doublet lattice unsteady aerodynamics
(with wing-winglet interference effects
included). This subsonic theory cannot
predict the flutter speed recovery that
occurred beyond this M.

5. Static pressure distributions at the high
dynamic pressure (q) levels at which
flutter occurs are considerably distorted
from those at the design cruise (rela
tively low-q) condition. The Jameson
full potential transonic aerodynamic code
yielded pressure distributions that
agreed well with model test data for the
single instrumented chord at M= 0.82
for both a low-q and high-q test
condition.
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Table I. Measured Wingtip Mass Properties

Wingtip Wingtip Mass e.g . location Inertia about e.g...
span x** y** Pitch, I Roll, I Yaw, Iyy xx zz

• in. Ibm in. in. Ibm-in. 2 Ibm-in. 2 Ibm- in 2

Norma I* 3.070 0.2575 55.14 77.75 2.45 0.28 2.62
Winglet* 3.070 .4918 56.91 79.01 10.35 4.94 7.88
Ba 11 asted* 3.070 .4916 56.80 77.80 10.117 .81 10.315

*Does not include structural attachment tabs whi ch extend outboard from
main wing and overlap the wingtip panel.

**Coordinates: x-streamwise, y-spanwise, z-vertical. Origin is intersec
tion of wing leading-edge extension with airplane centerline.
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